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Editorial
Firstly, a big THANK YOU to Anne Brewer for all her work editing previous earthQuaker newsletters.
It took a little longer than anticipated but I have enjoyed editing earthQuaker for the first time. I have
made some changes including using one column across each page; a large proportion of our readers use
a computer screen to view it and a one column width makes this a lot easier rather than having to scroll
up and down the columns on the same page.
Starting with this issue to ensure that earthQuaker is available to as many people as possible, more
copies will be sent to Meetings with over 30 members.

Dee Sayce

Preparing for Yearly Meeting Gathering
Link Group gathering 20-22 May 2011 at Earlswood Log Cabin, near Birmingham
The second Yearly Meeting Gathering takes place this summer, with its theme Growing in the Spirit:
changing the way we live to sustain the world we live in. There are no clear decisions on the YM agenda
but there will be lots of opportunities to explore the theme in plenary sessions and small groups. There
will be opportunities to test Friends’ leadings toward personal and corporate action, and to bring tested
concerns to a YM session late in the week.
As part of the preparation for YM, Living Witness has been working with Quaker Peace and Social Witness to develop a sustainability toolkit, currently called Greening Our Meetings but the name may
change. We expect it to be published by Quaker Books in June. It incorporates a number of LW resources,
which we’ve updated, and case studies of Friends’ and Meetings’ sustainability witness. Among the resources are updated greenhouse footprint calculators and a new set of study group session plans.
At our May 2011 Link Group gathering we will work with the toolkit pre-publication to prepare for using
it in our meetings. We will also prepare for Yearly Meeting Gathering. Our Link Group is the main opportunity to build our Living Witness community, worship together and learn from each other. As usual there
will be time for sharing experiences with Friends from other meetings developing their sustainability witness.
If you are interested in attending please contact Dee for a registration form (dee@livingwitness.org.uk or
01663 308656) or download one from our website: www.livingwitness.org.uk.
The cost of the weekend is £80 including accommodation and food.

New resources for exploring sustainability
Building Sustainability, Building Peace
An 8 page thinkpiece produced by QPSW, reflecting on the question of what it means to have a commitment to peace in a world faced with climate change, environmental degradation and resource depletion.
Living sustainably, Journeys in the Spirit, Youth work edition, February 2011. 2-days of activities for
12 – 18 year olds. Also suitable for using with adults.
‘The Simple Life: Advices and Queries 41 & 42’, Journeys in the Spirit, Children’s work edition,
February 2011. Activities for 5 – 12 year olds.
All available from; www.quaker.org.uk/sustainability
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PROTEST BY PICKING BLACKBERRIES
Is blackberry picking a subversive act?

Martin Smith

In a sense I think it is. Blackberrying is subversive because it challenges conventional worldly values, for instance: Its great benefits are
slow in coming and require effort and so it is out of kilter with a
dominant culture that emphasises instant gratification through passive
involvement. By committing oneself to blackberry harvesting one is
asserting the value of making an effort up front to achieve benefit
later. This is a path to wellbeing.
As a work activity it is ‘uneconomic’ and so by doing it one is challenging the assumption that work,
should only be done for adequate monetary reward.
Even so, it’s well worth doing. It makes use of a valuable local food resource that otherwise would go to
waste and may save vehicle miles on food delivery. It builds resilience to the coming pressure on food
supply when peak oil kicks in. It gets people out of doors. Moreover, it is fun and can promote great cooking. Who can resist a homemade blackberry crumble?

Martin Smith

It is more fun to do blackberrying as group. That’s one reason why Holmfirth Transition Town (HoTT) organised its first ‘Community Blackberry Picking Event’ last year. Holmfirth, amidst the Pennine Hills, is
surrounded by brambles – in part because local farmers have given up and land is going to waste. Little of
this fruit is picked – and pickers attract stares of incomprehension. In this context, HoTT held its Blackberry Picking Event. The weather was great and the fruit mature. Over forty people turned up. There were
children, anxious parents and the not so young who remembered picking in the past. It was great fun. We
went off afterwards and had tea together and, collectively, ate a dozen or more large blackberry pies and
crumbles. One little girl came up for three helpings. We listened to readings of ‘blackberry’ poetry.
It was worth doing, but what are the lessons for those who want to run an event of their own? Unfortunately a lot can go wrong: the fruit may be under or over ripe, the weather awful and someone can have a
horrible accident. I advise care in choice of site with emphasis on safety. Landowners should be consulted
and the site thoroughly inspected with risks noted and addressed and the outcome of this set out in a written risk assessment. I suggest taking out insurance and making flexible arrangements for change of date if the weather fails to co-operate.
On the day we provided a good map for everyone showing where
and where not to go – with a stated contact person and telephone
number to call if difficulty arose. We gathered together at the start,
had a briefing, and entered the site as a group so that dangers could
be pointed out. In the event it all went well. Only our first aider went
to hospital. I hope that you too can become a blackberry subversive.
Martin Smith Wooldale LQM

Useful Info
Living Witness member John Barnabas, has sent a batch of relevant leaflets and anyone is welcome to
ask the editor for a copy of any of the following:
Northfield Eco Centre - Courses aimed at sustainable living - www.northfieldecocentre.org
Loaf - Bringing back real food - www.loafonline.co.uk
Happendon Wood Action Camp - Community struggle against open cast coal mine www.happendon.coalactionscotland.org.uk
Speak—British arms harming development in India - www.speak.org/welfareorwarfare
earthQuaker
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Sustainable Swapping
Have you thought about a house swap for your summer holiday? Have you used a car-sharing
scheme? Do you barter old DVDs and books for new ones? When you buy things, do you use social networks to get a discount?
If not, you could be missing a trick. Collaborative consumption is giving us all the chance to become
“micropreneurs”, says Rachel Botsman, one of the prophets of this new economy. Technology is increasingly enabling us to make money from our time, skills and possessions, with the
agreeable side effect of strengthening our communities and massively reducing
waste and associated emissions. A graduate of Oxford and Harvard, Botsman has
worked as a management consultant and for Bill Clinton, the former US president.
Her new book, What’s Mine Is Yours - co-written with Roo Rogers, - describes
how collaborative consumption is transforming the way we live.
Sceptical? Well, Botsman explains how the way we do business with one another
is changing incredibly fast. “Imagine I was talking to you in 1995 and describing
eBay,” she says. “If I told you that one day you would send money to people you
don’t know, who aren’t even trading under their own names, you wouldn’t have
believed it. But today $2,000-worth of goods are traded every second, and the satisfaction rates are high.”
I recently met Botsman, a Londoner who now lives in Australia. The day before,
she sent me a message through Twitter promising ideas for me to make money as a micropreneur. I wondered if she was going to suggest I join Ecomodo, a site that enables people to rent their possessions to
one another. Or sign up to Facebook Deals, which has just arrived in Britain and will allow firms in a particular area to make offers to people nearby. In the event, her money-spinning advice was disappointingly
sensible. “Have a look at what your best assets are,” she said. But then, that’s what she did herself: she let
her house for five days over Christmas and made £1,250.
Her husband, it should be acknowledged, was not keen at first. “He said we would have to have a locked
room for valuables, we would need a cleaner to come in afterwards and we had to have new sheets,” she
says. “I told him we don’t have new sheets or towels when we stay in hotels.”
Eventually he was converted - and he is now an evangelist himself. “He thought it was fantastic,” she says.
“Now he is driving me nuts, spending hours researching other properties where we can stay.” A report
published last week found that 1.6m people in Britain are planning to do house swaps over the holidays twice as many as last year. Through sites such as Airbnb - and Crashpadder and Roomarama - it’s not necessary to do a direct swap: you can stay with one member and let your home to another. Botsman first became aware of collaborative consumption when “at dinner parties, instead of boasting about their new
Prius, friends boasted how they had given up their cars altogether by becoming Zipsters” - members of the
car-sharing service Zipcar. Others would talk about bike-sharing schemes such as the one in London. Research showed Botsman that bike-sharing is the fastest-growing form of transport in the world.
It is happening now, she reckons, because of surging interest in community, whether through Facebook,
in knitting circles or in films such as The Economics of Happiness, which previewed in mid-February.
We’re also driven by recessionary thrift and a sense that buying more and more stuff can only be bad for
the planet. Over its entire lifetime, the average power drill is used for just 12 minutes. Letting neighbours
rent yours might bring in a few quid at no inconvenience. And there’s much more: “Ninety per cent of
what we own is used less than once a month,” Botsman says. She’s just waiting for B&Q to start having
tools for rent. Mothercare could do it too, Botsman says, because babies and toddlers soon grow out of the
things you buy for them.
The model for this already exists. Not long ago, people went to hire a narrow range of videos and DVDs
on the high street. Nowadays, millions rent by post from companies, such as Lovefilm, that offer a much
wider range.
What really excites Botsman is that, as well as renting from businesses, people are increasingly dealing directly with one another.
4
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“This was not possible in the past because finding the people to trade with was time- consuming. The
internet collapses transaction costs. There are no middlemen.”
Peer-to-peer rental, through sites such as Ecomodo, is estimated to be worth £16 billion. For the founders
of these sites, developing a critical mass of users or inventory is a hard trick to pull off. “If users log in and
the things they want aren’t there, they won’t go back.” But even eBay once had only a couple of members, offering items most people didn’t want.
The key to such sites is the trust between members. Indeed, Botsman believes our online reputation will
soon be aggregated across everything we do, eventually amounting to a virtual currency. “In the past, our
reputations were measured by our credit history. In the future, I believe our online reputation will become
a kind of social currency.”
John-Paul Flintoff

QUAKER VOLUNTARY ACTION WORKING RETREAT
BAMFORD, DERBYSHIRE 3rd – 10th September 2011

An opportunity to combine practical work with time for spiritual
reflection, fellowship and fun
This is a joint project with Living Witness: Quakers for Sustainability. We shall undertake a
variety of gardening & woodland work in the extensive grounds of the Quaker Community at
Bamford in the Peak District. There will also be options for light tasks on the buildings.
In our reflection & study sessions we will focus on personal and global issues around sustainability in the light of our Quaker testimonies to simplicity, peace, equality & truth. There will be an
afternoon off to explore the beautiful Peak District.







The event is open to Friends and those in sympathy with
Friends or who wish to learn more
Each day has a balance of led retreat or study sessions,
practical work sessions, free-time and social time
There is Meeting for Worship each morning and the
evenings close with a gathered Epilogue
The group cook and eat together – food is vegetarian
Accommodation is on site in twin & single rooms
The tasks vary to suit all abilities and ages 18 to 80+
Cost £150

For further details/Application Form please contact: Jasmine Piercy QVA Working
Retreats Co-ordinator 60 Springfield Road, Wellington, Somerset TA21 8LG
07910 434941 jasmine@qva.org.uk

earthQuaker
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If you Google “incineration 2011” what do you get? I got news that
the Coalition must decide by this summer whether or not to give its
blessing to a £10 billion roll-out for 80 incinerators - the so-called
“dash for ash”. Read Naomi Klein’s The Shock Doctrine, and alarm
bells will ring. Page 9-10 in summary said “Privatization, government
deregulation and deep cuts to social spending” create a situation
where, if disaster capitalism moves swiftly enough, super-profits can
be made. The Falklands War served a similar purpose for Margaret
Thatcher. “The disorder and excitement resulting from the war allowed her to crush the striking coal miners and launch her first privatization frenzy.” Incineration, a Cornish action group warns us now,
could be one of the most toxic political issues of 2011.
I live in Marston Vale, Bedfordshire, which for years suffered from fumes from the London Brickworks
chimneys. The air quality caused asthma rates above the national average. Recently brick manufacture
has ceased there and the air quality is noticeably better. But now there is a new threat.
Covanta, an American firm, want to build a giant incinerator near Bedford close to a growing community
forest (including a Quaker Wood of 600 tree put in by Friends to commemorate 350 years of Quakerism),
and not far from a planned Centre Parks holiday site.
It is not reassuring to learn that Covanta has a record of fines for pollution from Covanta incinerators in the
USA. Nor that in Dublin the Covanta Poolbeg incinerator contract requires 320,000 tons of waste a year
which the recent Hennessy Report warned would be “extremely difficult to achieve”. It appears that a
“put or pay” clause in Covanta’s contract would give Covanta considerable leverage. Hennessy estimated
that even if EPA projections of growth occurred, total penalties on the Council could amount to £187.4
million over 25 years. Covanta in reply claimed that it was more likely that Dublin Council would receive
£10 million a year for the energy.
At Rookery Pit, Bedfordshire, Covanta has gone beyond the consultation stage, undeterred despite the opposition of the local Conservative MP, the Mayor and Deputy Mayor of Bedford Council, and local action
groups. The current stage is referral to the regulatory body the IPC. They are hoping to get it passed by the
IPC this July and the contract signed before the IPC quango is laid down next year.
Last Friday, hearing that a car load from the IPC intended to visit Rookery Pit, the proposed site, two
Quakers and an attender were among the crowd led by the local MP, the Deputy Mayor of Bedford and
spokespersons for the action groups, who waited with placards to voice their disapproval of the proposed
incinerator. Inevitably “Not in My Backyard” was a major motivation of many local, worried about pollution and house prices.
As Quakers we tried to widen awareness to other issues. The placing of the incinerator was not as important as the importance of questioning large scale incineration anywhere as a means of dealing with waste.
The proposal was to bring in waste from nearby counties, and possibly London to feed this monster. One
of our placards stated that Edmonton, Canada, had 70% recycling, while Edmonton London UK only recycled 6%. Why the difference? Could it be that he latter had an incinerator?
Another placard challenged the crowd (as well as the IPC) with the concept of Zero Waste, and suggested
what would help towards it, eg avoiding accepting packaging when we shop, The Polluter Pays Principle
applied to manufacturer by taxation and the outlawing of hazardous materials to prompt a more determined search for valid alternatives.
We caused an ironic laugh with a STOP PRESS placard drawing attention to an incinerator which ex6
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Lee Rudd www.pbase.com

DASH FOR ASH; 80 incinerators planned
for UK in 2011

ploded in Yorkshire early this year. It could have been worse - "only" two people died. The problem was
hazardous materials in the garbage. Imagine the pollution from a major explosion!
And what did we learn from other protestors? One introduced us to Paul Connett’s invaluable 232 slide
presentation entitled “Incineration: Poor Solution for the 21st C”. Professor Paul Connett, a retired lecturer
in chemistry and toxicity (pconnett@gmail.com) is executive director of The American Environmental
Health Studies Program. His presentation looks at Sustainability, argues against Incineration, explores
Zero Waste steps around the world, and links Zero Waste to Sustainability. It would be good if this could
be seen at YM this year.
Our Quaker attender has done us all valuable service by asking Paul Connett for his slides on a memory
stick – readily granted - and sharing it widely in Bedford already.
We were only three from Bedford Meeting in a hundred or more protestors, but we see our role as reminding the majority that protest is not enough. Human Rights mean little unless underpinned by Responsibilities. Sustainability is about seeking valid alternatives. As Gandhi so wisely understood, nonviolent protest
requires the backing of what he called “a Constructive Programme”. Waste is the challenge.
I will end as I began with Google. Look at “Waste Disposal Methods”. Some of its advantages and disadvantages are as bland as the Civil Defence leaflet of the 1980s which suggested we could survive a nuclear bomb by taking a house door off its hinges, making a lean-to, and hiding behind it. Google Wikipedia and Greenpeace on Incineration and learn more about the problems that need solutions.
David Maxwell Bedford Meeting

Green Buildings
Pine and steel cables are being used to produce earthquake-resistant commercial buildings.

Photo from the Listener October 2009

My nephew Andy Buchanan, Professor of timber design at Canterbury University, New Zealand, has sent
me an article on his project designing earthquakeresistant buildings.
A prototype building at the University has been
subjected to 30-40 simulated earthquakes, with
no structural damage. There is strong international interest in the system. The design was used
by a winning Italian consortium in a recent design
competition for a 5-storey zero-energy building.
Andy adds “Timber is a much greener product
than concrete. Globally the concrete industry is
responsible for 8-10% of CO2 emissions. Replacing some of that concrete with sustainably-grown
plantation timber therefore offers significant environmental advantages. This is a carbon-neutral
building.”
The new system enables timber to compete head-on with concrete and steel in multi-storey commercial
buildings. ”The buildings are recyclable. The cost per square metre is about the same as a conventional
concrete building. A 3-storey building is under construction in Nelson, NZ.”
I am personally curious as to whether the use of this method could reduce loss of life in earthquakes in
poor countries.
In friendship, Jan (Exmouth Quaker Meeting)
earthQuaker
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CAN QUAKERS EFFECT GLOBAL CHANGE ?
'What did the Baby Boomers ever do for Us? Why the Children of the Sixties lived
the Dream and Failed the Future'.
This title caught my eye in a book selection from the Quaker Bookshop, and as a 'baby boomer' I have
been reflecting on it. We were the Peace and Love generation full of hopes and dreams of building a better world. Yet we have ended up by trashing the planet and bankrupting our children's futures. What went
wrong?
Can we redeem ourselves? Can we regain our vision and join with others to strive anew for a world of
peace, equality and right relationship with the earth and all of life? And could Quakers take a lead in
bringing this message to the world?
In 2003 thirty-nine Friends met at Pendle Hill to consider the moral challenge of a global economic system that is destroying the Earth and the lives of millions of its people. The Quaker Institute for the Future,
which aims to contribute a distinctive Quaker voice to the public dialogue on
the future of the planet was initiated and the Moral Economy Project emerged,
which is set in the context of seminal Quaker contributions to the betterment of
our world.
A thought-provoking book, 'Right Relationship: Building a Whole Earth Economy' by Peter Brown and Geoffrey Garver is the fruit of these deliberations.
Friends who attended the Zero Growth Economy conference at Woodbrooke
may remember Garver's skype lecture on this.
The book addresses the inter-related social, economic and environmental problems we face and proposes answers which bring them together within a moral
framework for a new vision of the future. It outlines what can be done on a
global scale and what each of us can do to contribute to this global vision. It
provides a blue-print of how to move from an economy based on greed and unquestioned economic growth to a whole earth economy based on right relationships between people and the whole of life on earth. New rules and institutions are proposed which bring
ecology and economics together to involve the whole global community.
The book asks five questions which it answers: What is the economy for? How does it work? How big is
too big? What is fair? How should it be governed?
The authors believe that the will to institute these changes could come through the power of mass public
opinion, which it has been argued is now 'the world's second greatest superpower'.
Most importantly the book shows how everyone can be engaged in building this new whole earth economy together, bypassing the political-financial establishment in witnessing to a new way of living. An important step in catalysing this vision is inspiring a social movement of non-violent action that changes
hearts and minds and sets the agenda for political change. The authors of this book envision Quakers being at the forefront of this social movement, as Friends were in the Anti-Slavery Campaign.
I recently attended a Consultation at Woodbrooke organised by Friends World Committee for Consultation (FWCC) which is inviting Friends worldwide to explore “a spiritual understanding and response to
Global Change”. It asks 'What is our experience of Global Change? What do we as a worldwide faith
community have to say to ourselves and the world?' It poses Six Queries on Global Change, and calls on
us to be “messengers of the transforming power of love and hope”.
Friends worldwide are being called to engage with these urgent issues. Are we in Britain ready to rise to
this spiritual challenge?
Gwen Prince
'Right Relationship: Building a Whole Earth Economy' by Peter Brown and Geoffrey Garver
FWCC Global Change Consultation – see website.
8
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QPSW Sustainability Grants
Is your meeting involved (or would it like to be
involved) in a sustainability project?
QPSW Sustainability Grants are intended to provide support to Quaker, or
Quaker supported, projects focused on environmental sustainability.
Applications are invited to support projects that address sustainability concerns through practical
action or educational or exploratory work. They must be initiated or supported by a local or area
meeting and applicants are required to provide a minute of support from the meeting. A maximum of £2000 and minimum of £100 may be requested.
Application form available: February 2011
Closing date for applications: 10th June 2011
Decision made and grants distributed: By September 2011
For further information and application forms see www.quaker.org.uk/sustainability-grants or
contact:
Sunniva Taylor
Programme manager, Sustainability & Peace
sunnivat@quaker.org.uk, 020 7663 1047
QPSW, Friends House, 173 Euston Road, London NW1 2BJ

Cycle to YMG

www.ukcycleholidays.co.uk

Cycle, carbon free, over 2 days from London to Yearly
Meeting Gathering, Canterbury. This is an invitation to
start your holiday a day earlier, arrive with friends of all
ages and bring your own bike for the campus.
In 1388 Chaucer’s pilgrims walked. In 2011 cycling is
commitment to our YMG theme - Growing in the Spirit,
changing the way we live to sustain the world we live in.
Our mixed age ride will gather on Friday 29 July at 11am
at the site of the Tabard Inn, 77 Borough High Street, London SE1. Once out of London, we will follow Sustrans
Route One www.sustrans.org.uk. It uses mainly small country roads and cycle lanes and is well marked.
Wearing fluorescent Quakers for Peace vests, we will travel 8 - 10 mph as a group, approximately 40
miles each day, carrying spare inner tubes and water.
38 beds at Medway Youth Hostel, Gillingham on 29 July cost £18.40 each for adults and £13.90 for under18s. Hospitality and refreshments from meetings en route will be welcome.
Let me know soon if you plan to come and if you would like one of the reserved beds. Under18s with an
adult please.
Laura Conyngham
LauraC@eclipse.co.uk or 01363 773000
earthQuaker
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CLIMATE CHANGE AND MIGRATION – WHERE NEXT?

wiki.triastelematica.org

Climate change and the human responses to it will result in population movement, but studies differ widely
in how many people will be affected – estimates have
varied from 25 million to 1 billion by 2050. Should migration be encouraged now in a managed way, to
avoid further degrading marginal lands and stop people
moving in an unplanned and chaotic way in the future?
Should people be supported to adapt to changing conditions but stay in the same place? Should new international standards be adopted to protect the rights of
those who are affected?
It is likely that the eventual response will include all of these ideas and more, but there is not yet
even a beginning of consensus on which option is best. Concern about the issue, is now filtering
into policy discussions. Both national governments and international organisations have begun to
consider the implications, often from very different perspectives. Some branches of government
have talked about measures that can be taken to adapt to a changing climate: re-designing urban
infrastructure, planting new forests to protect against erosion. Providing information and setting
up emergency shelters. Others highlight climate change as a security threat that could fuel conflict, with hordes of ‘environmentally displaced persons’ trying to reach developed nations.
This latter attitude is both unhelpful (as it views migration as a threat) and inaccurate (most environment-related migration is expected to take place within, not between countries). It encourages
the attitude that people and their needs are something to fear.
The Quaker United Nations Office (QUNO), Geneva is seeking to prevent such attitudes from
becoming dominant. Through our work on the human impacts of climate change, we hope to remind policymakers and others with whom we work of the real people and individual lives that
will be affected, and through that to ensure that the response to climate change works to the
benefit of all.
We are currently working on three parallel strands. The first is to gather narratives of how people
are affected by climate change and migration. We hope these will include accounts not just of
those who move, but also of those who host new arrivals, those living at transit points and those
who are left behind in the communities of origin. Such stories can inject the often-missing human
element of how people’s lives are being impacted, and enable policymakers to draw up responses that are based on reality.
Our second strand is on the role of faith groups in responding to migration. Many faiths offer support, welcome and sanctuary when people first arrive in a new place. And many have deeply
grounded moral and spiritual principles on how to respond to the ‘other’, the outsider. We are
working with the ARC to develop guidelines inviting faith leaders to explore their ‘theology of the
stranger’, the insights and stories from their tradition, as a way to underpin any subsequent work
on the issue.
Our third strand is engaging the UN system on climate change and migration. The key organisations are, the UN Refugee Agency (UNHCR) and the International Organization of Migration
(IOM). Their attention is on the so-called ‘protection gaps’ – what happens to people not covered
by existing international agreements. Many studies have highlighted issues: how do you deal
10
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with the big differences between the situation of those fleeing a ‘rapid-onset’ event like a big
flood or hurricane, and those facing ‘slow-onset’ events like desertification? When is migration
forced and when is it voluntary? What kind of long-term solutions are available for people who
can’t return to their original homes? And how can agencies like UNHCR respond given that they
are already struggling to help those in need? Detailed responses are only beginning to be discussed. QUNO hopes to engage with such discussions, bringing in what we have learned from
our narratives and faith work and making sure that the outcomes consider and include everyone
involved.
This work has been developed in response to the call from Friends for Quaker action on climate
change at the UN level, as well as in response to requests from UN agencies to help consider the
difficult issues involved. The work seeks to draw on areas where QUNO has existing expertise,
including refugee protection, agriculture policy and prevention of deadly conflict.
This work is still at an early stage. It would benefit from input from Friends, particularly the
Quaker theology of the stranger and gathering of narratives (contact details are below for those
who could help develop or disseminate these tools). And it would benefit from Friends’ prayerful
support as we continue our efforts to assert that climate change will affect human beings with human needs and rights, who need and deserve our protection.
For more information, please visit www.quno.org/economicissues/climate-migration/default.htm
Oliver Robertson
Oliver Robertson is Programme Officer at QUNO Geneva. He can be contacted at: orobertson@quno.ch, on +44 (0)22 748 4801 or by writing to Quaker United Nations Office, 13 avenue du
Mervelet, 1209 Geneva, Switzerland.

Transition Town Interviews
My name is Julia Canning and I am a Masters student in the Faculty of Environment at the University of
Waterloo. I am studying the benefits and pitfalls of involving Spiritual organizations in sustainable initiatives. I intend to use Transition Towns as a case study.
My research would be greatly enhanced if I could add perspectives from members of the Quaker community, especially those who have been involved with transition towns. I'd be grateful if any people interested could find time to participate in a telephone interview where we could explore recollections experiences and insights.
The interview will likely take approximately 30 minutes to an hour and can be arranged according to individual's schedules. Participation is voluntary. And if someone decides to participate, she/he can choose
not to answer any questions he/she wishes, and is free to withdraw from the project at any time.
If you would like to participate please contact me at j3cannin@uwaterloo.ca and my telephone number is
(1) 226-388-816.
Sincerely,
Julia Canning
earthQuaker
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Lizz Roe continues her footprint challenge
October don't get in a car at all and use no mains electricity at home!
the car thing i can imagine - but my house runs on electric! my cooker is electric, my kettle is electric, my dvd
player is electric, and i have night storage heaters run off electricity too!
ok - what do i have that uses other sources of power? - i have two wind up radios, three wind up torches a hand
cranked washing machine, i have towels, a broom, dustpan and brush, a solar ipod charger...but what is missing
is the ability to heat water, the flat, food or me.
i once lived on a boat with no mains - but the cooker, water heater and fridge all ran off bottled gas, there was a
multifuel stove, and a small wind generator for the lights. Everything else was human-powered - hence the silly
number of hand cranked things i still own.
week 1 - oh dear - someone came to a station to collect me in a car because it was pouring with rain! however at
home i have turned off the fridge and hot water and only used wind up things! so far hot water has come from a
tiny stove i've had for years fuelled by some kind of plant gel! i bought 20 canisters a few years ago when there
was a special deal on them. my net book gets a bit of charge at work and so far i have been able to use it at home
without losing anything
week 2 - the week started very well - a barn dance at my meeting, a meal with friends, a 10:10 party - such a
nice weekend! i went to the cinema - by car! at home i have washed some things by hand - following the Amish
trick of soaking for 12 hours before washing - . the little stove is fine for hot water for tea and for washing myself
(hmm chilly flannel baths!) and i have learnt to make bread on the stove top. the weather has really turned - brrr so i've been shutting the curtains as soon as the sun starts to sink, i've put on an extra jumper and thicker socks,
and have put a hot water bottle into the bed at about 9pm.
week 3 - i'm in orkney! third time this year and all very enjoyable.. the only slight dampener was the airline losing
my luggage on the outward journey
the week was fabulous - all the hostels i stayed in were heated. i ate quite a few cold things but used the gas
stove in one hostel. i went in a car three times - once from kirkwall to stromness to get to meeting and then a freind collected me for a walk and a crawl into a chambered tomb.
week 4 - this week i managed not to go in a car at all until the very end when someone collected me for a teaching day in bristol.
washing all the things that came back from orkney took a bit of time and because it is so cold now things are taking longer to dry. what helps is to hang them as high as i can manage.
what i learnt
the fridge stuff was fine. clothes washing was a bit time consuming but fine. cooking was fine, i went in a car far
more often than i usually do -or at least it felt like it. but it is possible that it was only because i was conscious of it
that i really noticed. lighting was easy, i only had one morning when i couldn't face heating enough water to wash
my hair (that was the day several people asked if i'd had it cut as it was looking good!), radio was fine - though i
missed my dvd player! the hardest thing was keeping the heating off (I mainly wanted it on getting dressed in the
morning).
Next month - use only local one off shops, buy and wear nothing with a logo and, buy and eat according to the 64
'rules' in the book 'food rules - eat food, not a lot, mostly plants'

November use only local one-off shops; eat food according to the Food Rules Michael Pollen book (not a lot, mostly plants); buy and wear nothing with a logo,
and don't buy anything produced by a multinational.
week 1 - a friend has given me three vouchers - for Wallis, Next, and Claire's. i feel tested
already. the other thing that has occurred to me is that almost all one-off shops are open 95 and those are my working hours! i've managed to resist the vouchers so far and i discovered that there is a small independent shoe shop in cotteridge. On Saturday i hopped onto
the train and went round the city centre looking for one offs and independents. i managed
to get everything on my list (from toothpaste to superglue, and from a necklace to carrots)
from a one off, independent, and non chain shop/stall - three things were even fair trade
and the food was all organic. the only thing i couldn't get anywhere except for a chain were
some tights and i really looked hard for them. the other great triumph of the week was discovering the project gutenberg web-site. they have a shed load of ebook classics all out of
copyright in the US (you have to check the UK situation for each book so that you're not actually breaking the law
but that's simple to do) and downloadable for FREE. i've downloaded 38 excellent books ready to take on holiday.
I'm so excited!
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week 2 - On Sunday i had afternoon tea and dinner in one-off cafes and kept to both the food rules and no logo
principles. for the rest of the week i continued to resist the vouchers and when i stayed with some friends towards
the end of the week we followed my 'rules' and had tea and lunch in a one off and did all our purchasing in others.
week 3 - Malta. one of the things i love about Malta are all the tiny, local, one off, or family owned mini-chain,
shops! there are also a fair few british chains M&S, BHS, Wallis, Mothercare etc, but because of all the independents you feel like it's not a UK high street - it feels like it's Malta.
week 4 - i spent half the week in Malta and the other half back home in Birmingham. Oh I love Brum - if you want
a one-off check out the arcades, look at the area around the rag market, or head for sparkbrook, moseley,
kingsheath, or pretty well anywhere on the number 11 bus route.
what i learnt. Valetta, the capital of Malta is one of the smallest capital cities in the world - I counted 18 international chains. in one of the smaller resort towns i counted 8 - whereas in my suburb of Brum there are at least 13.
but keep your eyes open and the one offs are there, and in times of recession keeping money circulating locally is
a good thing. the food stuff requires attention and a bit of discipline - but it's also meant i've lost half a stone!
which is amazing!

December

give away something every day - make every day Christmas!
this month i thought i should celebrate abundance by giving things away as presents but without it being too obvious! i also decided that they should be things that the person might really want rather than it being simply convenient for me to give them away. I'm going to practice random acts of kindness too; be nicer on buses and in shops;
help people struggling with shopping; talk to my neighbours more.
Giving good gifts can be a bit of an art form in itself! but receiving! that's a bit of an art form too. So as well as giving I'm going to try and receive things with grace as well.
week 1 - 1 nougat, 2 chocolate, 3 nougat, 4 sparklers, 5 necklace
This was a great week - I went to a very nice party for one of my friends who was retiring. One of my best friends
got a new job. I had an evening with my dad (who loves nougat)

week 2 - 6 mini stockings, 7 biscuits, 8 shirt, 9 nougat, 10 kettle, 11 lots of chocolate coins, 12 book, tin of biscuits
Another good week – I got to spend all the money for someone’s retirement present – so it was a sort of double
bonus for me – getting things I knew she’d really like and spending someone else’s money to do it.
week 3 - 13 book, 14 socks, book, 15 nougat, felt brooch, 16 kettle, chocolate coins, 17 gloves, tin of biscuits, 18
cushion cover, carved stone, 19 scarf, knitting wool
At the end of the week I was in Paris. I'd been told in advance that there would be a shared meal so I was able to
take along some food. After meeting I had a chat with someone who basically lives on the Paris metro and shared
the leftover food with him, his dog and a silent friend.
week 4 - 20 book, dvd, 21 dvd, poster, 22 chocolates, 23 a cuddly smurf, 24 book, chocolate coins, 25 christmas
stocking, 26 dvd
As it was Christmas I gave away some real Christmas presents (and got given some fantastic things too!) At the
beginning of this week I had what has turned out to be one of those life changing conversations. I talked to a
friend and we got on to the fact that after almost two of years of being single I was going to start to look again.
She paused and then said that actually she thought I'd be absolutely a perfect fit for her son, and now just a bit
later on I can say she was absolutely right
week 5 - 27 necklace, 28 2 jumpers, 29 dinner for a group, 30 chocolate coins, 31 food for a shared meal, book
What I learnt - Giving away stuff is a pleasure - when it meets someone else's need or unexpressed hope it's
pretty damn good. What I also learnt is that you might not be expecting anything yourself but sometimes you get
given the greatest of gifts.
What I learnt this year?? I’ve learnt a lot– my pinch points; areas where I still have much to learn; the possibilities of grace and growth; the extraordinary kindness of strangers if given half a chance. Some of the months were
quite tough but I hoped to challenge and re-animate myself – and that’s what has happened. I finished 2010 feeling re-awakened and engaged.
There have been many inspiring and interesting people who have been in touch throughout the year – sometimes
to offer ideas, encouragement, new challenges or to comment in some way. I’m grateful for all the contact – thank
you.
Lizz Roe
earthQuaker
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Blackheath Meeting

Letters

www.englishwillowcoffins.co.uk

Green Burials – Advice Wanted
A member of Spiceland Meeting has started researching information on green burials and it is
hoped that their burial ground can have a part
allotted for these. The Area Meeting Green Advisory Group is keen to aid this project but to
date our information is limited. We would be interested to hear from any Living Witness members who may be able to add to our information
so this can be included in the guidelines for
Spiceland burial ground and indeed with the
Area Meeting as a whole along with useful local
contacts.
Enquiries of local
undertakers indicated that green
burials are part
of their stock in
trade now and a
number of different materials for the coffin are
considered including willow, cardboard, bamboo, wool. It was a little surprising to hear from
a number of undertakers that they considered
MDF a more sustainable product than cardboard; the reasons quoted were that is it is more
biodegradable, easily obtainable and when the
environmental costs of shipping and production
techniques are factored in, cardboard is less
ecofriendly. However we are not sure how good
this advice is.
We would welcome any advice and thoughts
both on materials and on other matters (or references to useful publications or websites). Spiceland is in a peaceful location surrounded by
natural beauty and our Area Meeting has another burial ground down a country lane in
woodland. We would be happy to hear of
Friends’ own experiences and/or plans for their
own or their family’s’ burials and for tips which
would be usefully incorporated in a local guide.
Please send any responses to
Jeremy Austin of Spiceland LM
(jeremyausin@talktalk.net) and also to
John Ainsworth as convenor of WSQAM Green
Advisory Group (ainsworth.john@yahoo.com)

“Blackheath Meeting now has a good-sized econoticeboard for all Friends and children to post up
text and pictures of actions they are taking to live
more sustainably - big and small. A creatively designed version of this will be displayed along with
those from other Meetings as part of a ‘speaking
wall’ at the 2011 Yearly Meeting in Canterbury.
Blackheath Meeting will also be co-ordinating a 3hour ‘cluster’ meeting of Friends from South East
London Area Meetings, as well as members of local churches, and possibly also from local schools.
This is part of the ‘Global Change’ project of the
Friends World Committee Consultation about the
global threats to the environment, economy, peace
and human rights caused by humans exceeding
our ecological limits.
http://www.fwccglobalchange.org
Edward Hill

I would like to recommend a new book by Bruce
Nixon called 'A Better World is Possible - what
needs to be done and how we can make it happen'.
It is an analysis of how our system is breaking
down. It shows us what a sustainable world would
look like and how we can join together to bring it
into being, and shows us a way forward to join together to change things.
It is available as a free PDF download at
http://www.brucenixon.com/betterworld.html
It is inspirational reading - do look and recommend it to others.
Together we CAN change the world.
Gwen Prince

A teacher I know in New Zealand tells me that
Environmental Studies has been made a
compulsory school subject there.
Is this an idea that we could promote closer to
home?
Alan Russell, Marple
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Silence

Living Witness website has been
updated

www.livingwitness.org.uk

Listen to what? The
Aggravating problem
That strives to monopolise.
Reflect on the accident
That didn’t quite happen.
Positive and Creative.
Plan a poem, painting.
Sing a song (silently) Reveal
the pattern for the day.
Listen to what others say.
Singing birds, what are they?
It’s your own silence
Fill it just how you like.
Written with Dennis Evans during his course June
2010 at Claridge House, Judith Chandler

Deadline for the next issue of earthQuaker - 15th May 2011
Please post or email contributions to the editor,
Dee Sayce, 7, Bowden Crescent, New Mills, High Peak, SK22 4LN
or 01663 308656 07837578382 or email: dee@livingwitness.org.uk

All contributions welcome - articles, reports, poems, ideas, letters
Include your postal address and telephone number or email address but we will not include contributors’
contact details in earthQuaker unless specifically asked to. Members wishing to contact a contributor can
get in touch through the editor—contact details above. Where email addresses need to be included they
will be converted into images so that machines can not read them.

Membership

Suggested donation £5.00
(£3.00 for age 18-25);
Free to under 18’s.

I wish to join Living Witness as an individual member.
Name:

Please make cheque payable to
“Living Witness Project”

Address:

Email/phone:
Delete as appropriate—I prefer earthQuaker:
by post (b&w)
by email as a pdf (colour)
I am happy to access it from www.livingwitness.org.uk (colour)

and send to:
Living Witness
Quaker Community
Water Lane
Bamford
Hope Valley
S33 0DA

I enclose £
Gift Aid declaration (please tick box if appropriate):
[ ] I would like you to reclaim tax on my donations (you must pay an amount of income tax and/or
capital gains tax equal to the tax we reclaim on your donations).
Date:
earthQuaker
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Diary events in 2011
20th - 22nd May 2011
Link Group Weekend
Earlswood Log Cabin, Birmingham
‘Preparing for YMG and Introduction to the
Sustainability Toolkit’
Cost: £80
Bookings: Dee Sayce dee@livingwitness.org.uk
30th July - 6th August 2011
Living Witness at Yearly meeting Canterbury
3rd - 10th September 2011
Quaker Voluntary Action Working Retreat at
Quaker Community, Bamford

Living Witness (LW) is a Quaker charity supporting Friends’ witness to sustainable living
and taking it to the wider community in Britain and elsewhere.
LW has worked since 2002 with a growing network
of Quaker meetings, connected through regular link
group gatherings, newsletters and shared resources.
At the beginning of 2008 LWP merged with Quaker
Green Action, which since 1986 has been the main
forum for Friends sharing a Concern for sustainability.
We welcome both individual Friends and meetings
as members of our network and participants in our
gatherings. Please get in touch with the LW coordinator if you would like a workshop or speaker
session in your meeting.
The co-ordinator is Laurie Michaelis. The office address is Living Witness , Quaker Community, Water
Lane, Bamford, Hope Valley S33 0DA.
To contact Laurie by email use as before:
laurie@livingwitness.org.uk
Website is www.livingwitness.org.uk, where
publications including earthQuaker (colour version!)
can be downloaded.

If undelivered please return to:
Living Witness
Quaker Community
Water Lane
Bamford
Hope Valley
S33 0DA

Printed on recycled paper by
Ian Care, 8 Kings Drive, Derby

